Current management strategies to target the increasing incidence of diabetes within Pakistan

Abstract: According to the recently published National Diabetes Survey of Pakistan (NDSP 2016–2017), the prevalence of diabetes is 26.3%. Hence, Pakistan has around 27.4 million people >20 years of age suffering with diabetes. Compared to previous estimation of having around 7 million diabetic patients based on a survey done in 1994–1998, the figures are disturbingly alarming. The four main strategies to tackle the rising incidence of diabetes in Pakistan are as follows: 1) creating multidisciplinary teams through capacity building of the health care professionals (HCPs), including doctors, dieticians, diabetes educators, diabetes foot assistants, and program managers in standardized evidence-based protocols, enhancing their knowledge and skills in managing diabetes and their related comorbidities; 2) promoting primary prevention and awareness all over Pakistan using screening methods such as Risk Assessment of Pakistani Individuals for Diabetes (RAPID); 3) defining strategies for the management and prevention of diabetes and its complication through forums such as the Pakistan Diabetes Leadership Forum (PDLF); and 4) implementing a nationwide diabetes care program including registration, treatment, and referral protocols. The epidemic of diabetes in an under-resourced and overburdened health care system of Pakistan poses a serious challenge not only for the doctors but also for the multiple stakeholders involved in the community systems. There is a need for promoting and screening the population using RAPID and registering people with diabetes through Diabetes Registry of Pakistan (DROP). Future priority areas and interventional strategies shall include the following: implementing a diabetes health care service model in both rural and urban population using evidence-based clinical guidelines along with lifestyle modifications (LSMs) and prevention policies. Current management strategies and proposed future directions may successfully target the increasing incidence of diabetes.
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Background information

The recently published National Diabetes Survey of Pakistan (NDSP 2016–2017) has served as an eye opener not only for health care professionals (HCPs) but also multiple stakeholders including policy makers. The repercussions have already started within Pakistan and are increasingly felt regionally and internationally. NDSP 2016–2017 was conducted by the Ministry of National Health Services, Regulation and Coordination (MNHSRC), Pakistan Health Research Council (PHRC), Diabetic Association of Pakistan (DAP) and WHO Collaborating Center, and Baqai Institute of Diabetology and Endocrinology (BIDE).1

Pakistan is a country with limited resources and various socioeconomic strata. It has a population of 207.77 million and an average annual growth rate of 2.4.2 Gross domestic product (GDP) of Pakistan has reached 5.28% in 2016–2017, highest in the
last 10 years. The total health expenditure in the current financial year 2016–2017 is PKR 145.97 billion, which is a 9% increase over the same period of last year. Still, according to the latest World Bank report, Pakistan per capita health spending is less than WHO low-income countries, ie, USD 36.2 compared to USD 86, respectively.4

A partnership of public and private health care system exists, but not properly equipped and trained to manage the increasing prevalence of non-communicable diseases (NCDs). About 0.1 million lady health workers were trained to provide essential maternal and child health services under the supervision of government covering around 60% of the population, but lacking NCD education.5 General physicians (GPs) are providing basic health care to 75% of the urban population. However, the GPs were not properly trained to manage and prevent diabetes and related NCDs.6

According to NDSP 2016–2017, the prevalence of diabetes is 26.3%. Hence, Pakistan has around 27.4 million people >20 years of age suffering with diabetes.7 Compared to previous estimation of having around 7 million diabetic patients based on a survey done in 1994–1998, the figures are disturbingly alarming.8 Likewise, around 47 million people are suffering from hypertension. Obesity, according to the Asian cutoff, is highly prevalent with every other person suffering from it.1

The rapid increase in diabetes is mainly ascribed to ecological and psychological changes. The main contributors are sedentary lifestyle, including Internet and TV usage, and calorie-rich diets leading to increasing obesity.9,10 The prevalence of obesity among young adult is now 15%, and it is one of the main causative factors for the epidemic of diabetes in both urban and rural population of Pakistan.11

Pakistan as a low-resource country is also facing issues related to maternal malnutrition and low birth weight. Nutrition Landscape Information System (NLIS) and country profile of Pakistan report a low birth weight of as high as 32.0% and a maternal mortality rate of 178 per 1,00,000 live births.12 Intrauterine growth retardation exposes the fetus to increasing risk of future type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). These are already documented to be independent risk factors for T2DM.13

Diabetes-related chronic complications are also highly prevalent. The prevalence of peripheral vascular disease (PVD) is 5.3% and that of cerebrovascular disease is 4.5%.14 The prevalence of microvascular complications such as retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy is 15.8%, 31.0%, and 48.7%, respectively.15 Unfortunately, 4% of the diabetic patients are affected by diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs).16 Considering current prevalence of diabetes, it is estimated that in Pakistan 1.09 million people suffer from DFU (Table 1).

The economic and psychological impact of DFU is considerable. The direct cost of treating DFUs was estimated at 2004–2005. During that year, the average monthly amount spent by a family was PKR 9,121, out of which the per capita health expenditure was PKR 220.58, which is highly suggestive that health care is one of the least priorities. Then, if a person with diabetes gets a foot ulcer, the cost of its treatment is estimated to be more than a whole family’s health budget for 10 years.17 Taking into account the abovementioned background information, four main strategies to target the increasing incidence of diabetes in Pakistan were considered and are detailed subsequently.18

### Capacity building

It has to be realized that even the best economies worldwide cannot tackle the burden of diabetes and NCDs at secondary and tertiary care levels. Hence, capacity building of primary care physicians (PCPs) is the most cost- and time-effective intervention.19 Some institutes have been running courses for family physicians for nearly 2 decades.20 The basic objective is to train in current diabetes management through evidence-based curricula and latest skills through structured courses.21 Diabetes and endocrinology as a specialty have been struggling in Pakistan to get their recognition for around 15 years. Pakistan Endocrine Society (PES) has been the forerunners in persevering with the cause, and eventually a second fellowship in endocrinology was offered by the College of Physicians and Surgeons Pakistan (CPSP) in 2009.22 Hence in the last decade, there have been a number of consultant diabetologists and endocrinologists trained with second fellowship contributing at secondary and tertiary care levels.

Diabetes education, as an important integral part of diabetes care, was introduced in the country 20 years ago. Unfortunately, it has not been initially supported by the health care system, both in public and private sectors. In the last few years, the trend of certificate and diploma courses

### Table 1 Micro and macrovascular complication rate in Pakistan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Name of complications</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zia et al (2016)⁴</td>
<td>Peripheral vascular disease</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ischemic heart disease</td>
<td>28.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basit and Nawaz (2013)⁴</td>
<td>Diabetic foot ulcer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abro et al (2018)¹³</td>
<td>Retinopathy</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nephropathy</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neuropathy</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in diabetes education is spreading all over Pakistan, mostly because of the realization of the fact that diabetes educators are an important part of the multidisciplinary care team. Limited resources and accelerating burden of diabetes and NCDs are warranting early intervention at the policy level to introduce, regularize, implement, and integrate not only diabetes educators but also NCD educators and health educators into the system. Various institutions in public and private sectors have the capacity to train such work force, which no doubt is the most cost- and time-effective approach for dealing with the epidemic. The pioneering work in diabetes education has been acknowledged by the International Diabetic Federation (IDF) since 2009 (BIDE has been designated as an IDF center of education among the six centers of the world). At present, the IDF is in the process of developing such centers worldwide, and Pakistan is privileged to have one of the IDF Center of Education and IDF Center of Excellence.

Foot care services worldwide have been successfully developed through the concept of Multidisciplinary Diabetic Foot Care Team (MDFCT). In Pakistan, BIDE led to the development of this concept and has changed the understanding of diabetic foot care at various levels in the country. Pediatric services initially were scarcely available and were very expensive. Concept of diabetic foot care assistants (DFCAs) was coined by BIDE. Personnel experienced in wound dressing and management are trained for 6 weeks through a structured course. Pakistan Working Group on Diabetic Foot (PWGDF) was established in 2006, and it disseminated the information through regular seminars, events, training courses, and annual conferences. International Working Group on Diabetic Foot (IWGDF) has endorsed these training courses and programs and is replicated in many countries worldwide. These DFCAs are trained for incision and drainage (I&D), plaster cast (PoP) for Charcot arthropathies, and offloading for non-healing ulcers, and domiciliary dressing service was initiated to cut down not only the direct but also the indirect cost of the foot ulcer management. In 2007, a nationwide diabetic foot care program was initiated with the seed money from the World Diabetes Foundation (WDF). Step by Step (Sbs) program was started in Pakistan following the successful results in India and Tanzania. Foot care teams, including clinicians and their DFCAs, were trained initially for the basic course and then after a year of experience through an advance course helping in the establishments of diabetic foot clinics. One hundred and fifteen diabetic foot clinics were established in 3 years, and the amputation rate in these clinics was reduced by 50%.

After reduction of the amputation rate, the next target was a reduction in the development of DFU. Another program with the support of WDF, by the title of footwear for every diabetic (FED), was initiated to achieve this target. Through FED, a nationwide training of footwear technicians has started, and a customized low-cost foot wear is now being developed in many cities of the country. Guidelines for foot management developed by IWGDF and translated in Urdu are disseminated across the country.

Health Research Advisory Board (HRAB) was established in 2012. It is a “think tank” of senior clinicians, researchers, and academicians, who are committed to the mission of “Developing the Research Ecosystem of Pakistan”. Members of HRAB represent major technical specialties, medical institutions, and associations and possess relevant expertise to spearhead such a significant component of our health system. Diabetes and related NCDs are among the top priority agenda of HRAB.

Various national and international collaborative programs for research in the field of diabetes are undertaken. One such worth mentioning effort was the collaboration of University of Oslo with Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh to develop MPhils and PhDs through NORAD’S Master’s program (NOMA) project. Likewise, nurses, lady health workers, community midwives, and other allied HCPs are being trained more and more, but much more structured and dedicated efforts are needed to combat the epidemic.

Primary prevention and awareness

Landmark primary prevention studies, such as Diabetes Prevention Study (DPS, Finland), Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP, USA), and others done in China, India, and Pakistan, have proven beyond doubt that diabetes can be prevented. Primary prevention of diabetes is an important integral part of management strategies in many parts of the world. Also, worth noting is the fact that lifestyle modifications (LSMs) have proven to be more effective than pharmaceutical interventions. In Pakistan, DAP and WHO Collaborating Center was established in 1966. Awareness campaigns have started since. It was affiliated with IDF in 1967 and is one of its oldest members. DAP has been holding World Diabetes Day program annually in the month of November, including an exclusive session for patient’s awareness. BIDE realizing the importance of patient awareness and community involvement started with an annual diabetes awareness walk. In the last 2 decades, public awareness programs have spread all over Pakistan and approximately 50 cities and towns arrange diabetes awareness walks.
National Association of Diabetes Educators of Pakistan (NADEP) was established in 2010 with an idea to involve multiple stakeholders in diabetes education programs, especially primary prevention all over Pakistan. Membership was offered to patients, their careers, philanthropists, people from social and electronic media, allied HCPs, and non-HCPs. NADEP offers an excellent consultative platform to encourage the development and delivery of validated and structured diabetes education nationwide.

For massive population screening, RAPID score has been developed. It is a probability-based algorithm for assessing T2DM risk among the Pakistani population. RAPID is established on screening variables without the need of laboratory tests. This score is much in line with the Finnish Diabetes Risk Score (FINDRISC) and risk scores developed in Germany, England, and Australia and is a result of nationally conducted prospective studies. The nationwide screening program is planned to be initiated, taking RAPID into consideration.

Hydrie et al carried out a study of diabetes and associated risk factors in adolescents targeting the age of 15–25 years in the province of Baluchistan in 2002 and then in 2009. School going children of the age of 8–10 years were studied. Increasing associated risk factors of diabetes among the children and adolescents warrant defining strategies at primary and secondary school levels. Therefore, the planning of diabetes awareness campaigns depends on the age targeted. School going children are given lectures on healthy diet and exercise by their teachers and by school programs. Cooking of healthy breakfast, sports activities, and various games involving physical exercise are encouraged and highlight health interventions to prevent adolescents from diabetes. These strategies have been developed and publicized through social and electronic media, and now it is being used more and more for education.

Women and girls with diabetes face multiple challenges because of power dynamics, social inequality, and perceived gender roles in our society. Added to this is the disproportionate distribution of nutrition and lack of facilities for physical activity for women. Women in the reproductive age group are increasingly affected by diabetes, and many pregnancies are complicated by pre-existing diabetes. Added to this is the burden of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). GDM should not be perceived as a singular clinical entity, rather it should be considered as trans-generational diabetes that needs to be addressed as a public health problem. It is imperative to integrate GDM with maternal and child health programs. Furthermore, targeting malnutrition as well as obesity present in women of reproductive age group and children must be prioritized as their roles are fundamental for family health and well-being.

Policy planning and advocacy

The national action plan (NAP) for the management of diabetes was first developed in Pakistan in the mid-1990s. The main role was played by the Ministry of Health and had collaborators such as DAP and Heart File. Since then, four NAPs have been developed, which are comprehensive and include strategies and policies for the management and primary prevention of diabetes. Unfortunately, because of the multiple factors, none of the action plans have been implemented. After the decentralization of health services from the federal to provincial level, the federal government spent PKR 22.4 billion in 2016–2017 fiscal year on health sector, but remained largely focused on communicable diseases with the exception of cancers. Only provincial government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) took a lead for managing diabetes through establishing insulin banks in ten main hospitals of KPK in 2014. However, there is a need to define strategies for the management and prevention of diabetes ensuring accessibility, availability, and affordability of the required tests and medicines and to monitor through the surveillance system ascertaining effectiveness. The main role related to implementation of such plans ought to be played by the health policy makers and regulatory bodies in Pakistan.

Pakistan Diabetes Leadership Forum (PDLF) was organized in 2014. It was through the effort of MNHSRC and was cohosted by a wide range of national and international organizations, including the IDF, WDF, DAP, BIDE, PES, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS), and Sakina Institute of Diabetes and Endocrine Research (SIDER). The forum took place in Islamabad, Pakistan, on March 1–2, 2014. PDLF served as a platform for the key stakeholders in the area of diabetes and related NCDs, including opinion leaders, policy makers, partners in public health, and the media through high-level sessions and panel discussions. The purpose of these policy discussions was to create a network of committed Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs), who can drive the agenda forward in diabetes prevention and care in Pakistan.

Some important noteworthy observations were as follows:

- Maternal and child health issues are inextricably linked with the development of related NCDs and their risk factors. While maternal obesity and diabetes during pregnancy (gestational and pre-existing diabetes) contribute to immediate and long-term health risks for mothers, they also impart a substantial risk for their offspring.
• Poverty is both a cause and consequence of diabetes and related NCDs, thus posing a direct threat to the health, economic, and social development at the global and national level and threatens the achievement of the United Nations Millennium Development Goal.

• The pressing need to invest in diabetes and related NCD prevention requires multi-sectoral responsibility and action. Considerably more gains can be achieved by engaging all partners and stakeholders in public health and by harmonizing efforts to avert these preventable conditions and to save millions of people from suffering needlessly and dying prematurely.46

The key recommendations of the PDLF 2014 to donors, development partners, and UN agencies were as follows.

PDLF encourages the government to support a call for a United National General Assembly special session to discuss and include diabetes and NCDs into the United National Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This is done by formulating and adopting integrated policies on the inclusion of screening for diabetes and GDM as part of the national package of essential health care services. Some key recommendations of the PDLF 2014 to donors, development partners, and UN agencies were to conduct a needs assessment and identify resources at the national level and to support an integrated approach to diabetes care and related NCDs.

Diabetes care program at the national level

Historically, there has been a low level of investment in the management and prevention of NCDs in Pakistan. However, the government, at the national level, had made initial efforts whereby developing NAPs for NCDs.47 Presently, the primary health care seems to identify only about 10%–20% of the estimated prevalent T2DM and hypertension cases. The referral to the district level hospital seems to be inadequate even for the available expertise.19

In response to the situation outlined earlier, the NCDs and Mental Health Unit, Directorate General Health Services of Pakistan are taking measures to address the challenges in delivering integrated diabetes/hypertension care at the primary health care level. These include18 the following:

• Developing integrated care delivery products including lifestyle counseling tool, orientation package for doctors, and allied health professionals.

• Strengthening the district management support functions for integrated care delivery, including district resource mobilization, staff orientation on essential patient screening and care monitoring, and referral linkage.

• The provincial NCDs and Mental Health Program will arrange and conduct orientation sessions for the provincial and district-level trainers. The program will further facilitate the orientation of district staff by providing materials and assisting in training arrangements including paying for participant cost.

• The district-level training institutions (ie, District Health Development Centers [DHDC]) and trainers, with the assistance of the Provincial NCDs & Mental Health Program, will orient various cadres of care providers, on endorsed program materials.

• At each rural health center and tehsil and district headquarter hospital at least two doctors and three allied health professionals will be oriented on patient screening and education-awareness, as per program protocols. The lady health workers/supervisors associated with the facilities will also be oriented on screening and awareness of lung health, diabetes-cardiovascular disease (CVD), smoking, and mental health.18

A Samad Shera with a team of senior colleagues prepared first national clinical practice guidelines for diabetes in 1999. The document had structured management guidance. In 2017, Pakistan’s Recommendations for Optimal Management of Diabetes from Primary to Tertiary care level (PROMPT) guidelines were developed by the Advisory Board for the Care of Diabetes (ABCD). PROMPT is a revised version of the first document, based on recent evidence and consensus recommendations, taking into account the resource constraints and hence suggesting cost-effective strategies (Figure 1).42

Referral criteria for managing people with diabetes at different levels of care needed are specified in the PROMPT guidelines. Primary care is the first level of contact of an individual with the doctor. Primary care facility is affordable and has diabetes educators as an essential part of the practice. Secondary level in diabetes care is recommended to consists of a multidisciplinary team with a postgraduate degree or specific training of the doctors, diploma-holding diabetes educators, and DFCAs. Tertiary care university hospital shall include an outpatient and inpatient care along with facilities of training and research. Integrated care of a person with diabetes includes physicians with special interest in diabetes or consultant diabetologists and endocrinologists working in liaison with certified diabetes educators and/or nurse specialists and also having dietitians/nutritionists, podiatrists, and/or DFCAs and other allied medical specialities.47,48
As per the clinical protocol on a national level, LSMs shall be recommended to all. Also, metformin must be suggested to all T2DM subjects regardless of initial BMI, provided there is no contraindication. In line with the WHO recommendation for low-resource countries, sulfonylureas should be the second-line choice. Statin should be added on a priority basis as the main mortality is CVD related. Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor should be prescribed early as chronic kidney disease (CKD) prevention is both cost and time effective. WHO has recommended metformin, sulfonylurea, insulin, aspirin, statin, ACE inhibitor, angiotensin receptor blocker (ARB), and thiazide as the essential medications for the management of diabetes and related NCDs.

Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) is an integral element of diabetes management. ABCD developed Better Recommendations, Implementation and Guideline development for Health care providers and their Training (BRIGHT) guidelines. It ensures that people with diabetes and their HCPs can have the knowledge and skills to monitor their glycemic level and therapy can be adjusted according to their targets. However, in Pakistan, due to severe gaps in the infrastructure related to health service provision compounded with non-affordability and lack of consensus guidance document, people with diabetes were suffering with the consequences. Therefore, BRIGHT recommendations have been developed keeping in consideration the socioeconomic classes of the patient (Figure 2).
Since its establishment in 1999, BIDE has been playing an essential role in educating and training doctors and educators along with the development and maintenance of specialized clinics and has designed a service model for the management of diabetes in Pakistan. According to this model, there is a need to establish 3,000 diabetes clinics at the primary level, 300 secondary care diabetes units, and 30 tertiary care diabetes centers all over Pakistan. BIDE has been working to implement this model since 2014 in collaboration with private and public health organizations through various projects (Figure 3).

Insulin My Life (IML) is one of the projects using the same service model for the province of Sindh, Pakistan, and was initiated in 2010. The project started with the aim to help those type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) children to whom insulin was not easily accessible and/or affordable. In the first stage, IML established 33 model clinics for the management of T1DM in Sindh. Initially, the doctors and educators in these centers were given structured training for managing T1DM. Moreover, through IML along with insulin, glucometers, strips, and HbA1c-testing facilities are also provided free of cost. IML has been acknowledged and well collaborated with Life for a Child (LFAC) program of the IDF. After the success of this project, BIDE plans to establish it in other provinces of Pakistan. The learning from this project recommends that to sustain the proposed model, an integrated approach and governance strategy need to be incorporated, according to which a diabetic patient must have access to a health facility that provides comprehensive diabetes management. This also requires an information technology (IT) service, so that all the health care providers are able to access patient’s data and prompt involvement of relevant specialties can be exercised.
Furthermore, its effectiveness can be monitored through risk management and clinical audits.

HRAB of Pakistan has taken the task of developing registries countrywide. BIDE and ABCD in collaboration with HRAB have started the Diabetes Registry of Pakistan (DROP). It has planned for DROP-1 (type-1 registry), DROP-2 (type-2 registry), DROP-G (registry for GDM), DROP-F (registry for diabetic foot), and DROP-R (diabetes registry for Ramadan). Initially, DROP-1 is established. It aims to register people with T1DM in the country, to ascertain closest approximation of their total number to provide emergency unit access through website to all people with T1DM and to optimize their day-to-day care.

Future management strategies to target the rising incidence of diabetes in Pakistan

The epidemic of diabetes in an under-resourced and over-burdened health care system of Pakistan poses a serious challenge not only for the doctors but also for the multiple stakeholders involved in the community systems. The organizational mismanagement at all levels of health care makes it even more inefficient.

The following six immediate strategies for its prevention and control are recommended.

Strategy at the government level

Governments realize that diabetes and the related NCDs constitute one of the major challenges for development in the 21st century. It brings about tremendous economic burden not only to the patients and their families but also the total health system and economies of the country are affected by the direct and indirect medical costs through manpower and other resource losses. This can be done by the following:

- Identifying existing skills and expertise related to diabetes within primary care and reducing inequalities in provision and quality of diabetes care across primary and secondary care.
- Assessing existing services against agreed standards to identify practice, training, and development needs.
- Providing appropriate training to relevant staff including postgraduate education sessions, diabetes online courses, train the trainer’s programs, and mentorship.
- Gain experience of the clinical governance process using the diabetes framework.

Dissemination of the PROMPT guidelines shall be on priority. Also, inclusion of essential medicine for diabetes and related NCDs must be considered, leading to a reduction in chronic complications. This in effect means, every dollar invested in NCDs yields seven dollars in return.

MNHSRC

DROP shall be centralized at the ministry level and collaboration between PHRC and HRAB shall help in strengthening the registry. DROP-1 can be a good pilot arm for developing the robust methodology for DROP. IML Sindh, which has so far been a philanthropic private venture,
shall be taken on board by a private–public relationship to facilitate the processes for IML in other provinces of Pakistan.

### Strategy at the level of Communication and Mass Media Ministry

There is a need to create awareness among masses about the causes and risk factors of T2DM. To achieve this task, print and electronic/social media shall be used. Similarly, community elders, religious leaders, and other public leaders shall be encouraged to play their role in creating awareness among the communities. Nationwide screening of diabetes through the RAPID tool using mobile technology and social media seems to be the most cost-effective population-based approach (Figure 4). Also, effective intervention is required at a general population level to increase intake of fruit and vegetables and avoid intake of junk foods in addition to promotion of physical activities. Primary prevention of diabetes through awareness campaigns by utilizing these tools is like to invest now and save later. ABCD in collaboration with PWGDF have started E-clinics for reducing the amputation rate with a diabetic foot. The Ministry shall facilitate regularity of such advisory board and E-clinics not only for diabetic foot but also for T1DM, GDM, and already proven cost-effective mobile eye screening and blindness-saving programs.

### Strategy at the level of Education Ministry

NADEP shall be officially recognized and courses and curricula shall be regulated for NCDs at all levels including primary and secondary schools. PMDC regulates the training and courses for doctors, but other allied HCPs with important roles in NCDs shall have a roadmap defined by the Ministry of Education. Recognition of the diploma in diabetes education to strengthen NADEP on the pattern of Federation of European Nurses in Diabetes (FEND) shall be ensured. Master of Science in Public Health (MSPH) in NCDs for allied HCPs to develop NCD managers in preventive, management, policy making, corporate interventions shall be initiated. PWGDF activities to be facilitated for the reduction of amputation rates in Pakistan. ABCD shall be strengthened and work in collaboration with the ministries for developing guidelines customized to national socioeconomic demographic scenarios. The GDM advocacy board must be facilitated for widening its canvas to include maternal and child health for ensuring improvement not only in early diagnosis and management of GDM but also reduction in maternal mortality rate and transgenerational transmission of diabetes.
Strategy at the level of Ministries of Finance, Tax and Revenue, and Ministry of Food and Agriculture

The Ministries of Finance, Tax, and Revenue should realize that NCDs are a drag on the economy. There is a need to collect robust data to see the impact of tax and price policies through census. The following fiscal measures are recommended:

- Enacting taxes on all tobacco products to discourage consumption and to raise revenue tobacco control program.
- Progressively eliminate national subsidies for all types of fats/oils and sugars.
- Imposition of heavy taxes on sugar-containing drinks.

Strategy at the level of head of state

There are five main priorities for head of state and government in accordance with the following recommendations of WHO for confronting NCDs (Figure 5):

- Provide leadership for NCD prevention and control as part of the development agenda.
- Be held accountable for national progress on NCDs.
- Fulfill obligations under the WHO framework convention on tobacco control.
- Act to ensure no industry interference in government policy making.
- Hold the UN System and Development Partners accountable for providing support on NCD prevention and control.58

Conclusion

The rising incidence of diabetes in Pakistan is a big challenge. Future priority areas and interventional strategies include the following: implementing a diabetes health care service model in both rural and urban population of Pakistan by establishing diabetes clinics, units, and centers at primary, secondary, and tertiary care level, respectively, all over Pakistan using guidelines such as PROMPT and BRIGHT for SMBG etc, screening the population using RAPID, and registering the diabetes cases through DROP. Current management strategies and proposed future directions may successfully target the increasing incidence of diabetes in Pakistan.

---

Figure 5 Proposed service model to target rising incidence of diabetes in Pakistan. Abbreviations: MSPH, Master of Science in Public Health; NCDs, non-communicable diseases.
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